Similarly, dorn dim"J is given by infidom dimRP: "P projective!. Finally, we say that RE iRP) is a test module for Ri (Rj) provided codom dim_E= codom dimR3 (dorn dim"P = dorn dimRf).
In [2] we showed that dorn dimRJ = codom dim"â. As an application it can As shall be seen, this is closely related to when the direct sum of projective injective modules is injective and rings with ascending condition on annihilators (see [3] To show that £¿+1 is projective it will suffice to show that the identity map t £ HomR(E, + 1, E,+ ) has a preimage under HomR(E^+1, P A -> HomR(Efe + 1, Ffc + j)j since in such a case El + 1 will be isomorphic to a submodule of P.. Using Proof.
As noted in (1.2), R must be semiprimary. But then by L5, Theorem 10], right and left dominant dimensions are equal.
To throw slightly more light on those rings for which dom dimRJ /= 0, we make the following observations. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
